SPECIAL!ISSUE:!TRANSNATIONALIZING!LEGAL!EDUCATION!
2! !Others!have!begun!to!offer!courses!on!globalization!and!the!law,!on!global! governance,! global! lawyering! and! global! security! -! amongst! many! other! "global"! offerings.
3 ! ! ! Many! have! introduced! global! perspectives! into! conventional! courses,! acting! either!on!the!initiative!of!interested!faculty!members!or!as!the!result!of!explicit!academic! planning!decisions.
4! !Law!school!conferences,!books!written!by!legal!academics,!even!legal! periodicals! published! by! law! schools! are! devoted! entirely! to! exploring! the! impact! of! globalization!on!law.
5 !It!is!no!coincidence!that!with!the!advent!of!globalization,!some!of!our! best! students! decide! to! seek! careers! with! global! law! firms! or! that! some! of! our! best! scholars!focus!their!research!efforts!on!influencing!the!outcome!of!global!legal!issues.!! ! So!globalization!is!a!prominent!new!feature!of!legal!education!and!scholarship. 
